The radical, righteous and relevant Jesus in a coronavirus disease-defined world

Stephan Joubert has already made his mark in South Africa (and abroad) with his solid way of doing Theology. In this Festschrift, we wanted to accord recognition to him for what he has already made and for what he is currently doing with e-kerk. His book, Jesus Radical, Righteous, Relevant, having initially been written in Afrikaans, was translated in 2012 into English and depicts his heart for the followers of Jesus and the familia Dei, specifically in South Africa. This article is a journey through this book, with the current dilemma in our country and worldwide in the back of our minds, namely, the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) starting in 2019.

Contribution: This article forms part of the Special Collection which will serve as a Festschrift for Prof Stephan Joubert to honour him for the tremendous work that he has done (and is still doing) in Theology in South Africa. I took his book, Jesus, Radical, Righteous, Relevant as basis and applied it to our current situation with COVID-19.
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Stephan Joubert

Stephan believes in God and the Bible in an almost childlike manner. He believes in the biblical narratives and how they present Jesus. He believes that Jesus is the eternal Son of God, he was born from a virgin, he was crucified for our sins, God resurrected him on the third day, he ascended to heaven, he is currently our mediator and redeemer and he will one day come back to earth during his second coming and establish a new heaven and earth for his followers (Rev 21). Joubert is convinced that being a Christian one should be like little children and sheep who follow the shepherd and people whose values differ from that of the world (Joubert 2012:92).

Introduction

The buzzword for the dawn of the third decade of the 21st century, although with a tremble in the voice, is coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Nobody really knows where this virus has originated – this maybe the good part of the ‘not-knowing’, whilst the bad part is that nobody knows when it will end, if ever. At first, some people claimed that it is just a super flu, until medical professionals discovered that the virus has mutations and after effects with enduring damage on the body, affecting especially the brain and the heart (cf. Couzin-Frankel 2020). In South Africa, many people are very fatalistic about this virus, arguing on the one hand, that ‘everybody’ will eventually acquire the virus or one of its strains or on the other hand, that if they are destined to acquire the virus, then no precaution will anyhow prevent it. Others are so perturbed by this ‘new normal’ that they rather choose to end their lives on earth (Masweneng 2020). For many people, this is a time of more questions than answers.

The world has become a COVID-19-defined world. Everything, from illnesses to jobs and job security, to overseas trips, to the living of one’s personal life, has been invaded by this virus, not to mention church services in the ‘houses of God’ and the attendance thereof. Almost every discussion is filled with COVID-19 talk. Interestingly – again in South Africa – when people, especially the Afrikaners, fear something, they make jokes about it, like with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and anorexia – any trauma is a source of morbid humour. However, I have not heard many jokes about COVID-19. Maybe it is because the effect of this pandemic is too immense or because people are really fearful this time – filled with a sort of holy awe.

1.According to Morens et al. (2020:1), it most probably originated ‘from a β-coronavirus in the sarbecovirus (SARS-like virus) group that naturally infects bats and pangolins in Asia and Southeast Asia’.

2.Morens et al. (2020:1) warned that the ‘risk of similar coronavirus outbreaks in the future remains high’.

Note: Special Collection: From timely exegesis to contemporary ecclesiology: Relevant hermeneutics and provocative embodiment of faith in a Corona-defined world – Festschrift for Stephan Joubert, sub-edited by Willem Oliver (University of South Africa).
Already in 2000, Michael Naumann has referred to ‘[d]er Gott, der uns fehlt’ (the God who fails us) in Die Zeit, a German newspaper (Naumann 2000). As this is the first and easiest way out to obtain a scapegoat – God! – it is actually the ‘spirit of the times’ (Joubert 2012:28) where people are indicating with articulations like these how shallow their knowledge of God actually is. I wonder what Naumann’s verdict would be in this pandemic-filled time.¹

This article is a journey through the book written by Joubert and translated into English in 2012, with the title, Jesus Radical, Righteous, Relevant, against the background of a currently COVID-19-filled South Africa, being part of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR). Let us first have a look at the 4IR world and the people living in it.

The inhabitants of the fourth industrial revolution world

The 4IR overlaps with a post-modern² (post-post-modern? – cf. Baya 2013) post-secular (cf. Habermas 2008), post-religious (McGregor 2016) and/or post-Christian way of thinking and reasoning (Williams 2014) and a ‘post-conquest type of consciousness’ world³ (Sorenson 1998:107), which will not be discussed in this article. This era is ‘characterised by disregard of rational thinking in favour of human experience. People discover anew that they are not only merely rationally wired but also emotionally wired’ (Joubert 2012:26). However, the biggest shift in this era is from a

[M]echanically driven lifestyle, and clinical reasoning, to organic forms of living where we no longer act as machines, but as growing, evolving, living organisms. This shift in people’s way of thinking also affects our world – changing us from merely rational pursuits and values to emotional ones. (Joubert 2012:27)

The culture of the 21st century within the 4IR can be best described as dialectical and confrontational. Being part of this culture, many academics and clerics view the word of God from a clinical angle (Joubert 2012:56). In this era, the ‘people are so hardened, so lost, that even the appearance and touch of Jesus will not change their ways’ (Joubert 2012:37), but sadly ‘we’ do not know Jesus properly because of his pronouncements about and his actions on the Sabbath (Joubert 2012:79–81). He even called himself the Lord of the Sabbath! (Mt 23:28). Jesus also reinterpreted the law in Matthew 5:21–48 with a radical new understanding. For him, it was ‘about a radical change of heart’ and not about external ways of keeping the law (Joubert 2012:85).

This brings us at the question of Jesus’ real opponents today. Joubert is adamant that it is ‘we’ who are the problem. ‘We’ are the people who confess that Jesus is our ‘Hero, Leader, Example, Lord, Messiah and Role Model’ (Joubert 2012:129). Having referred to Jesus’ friends, the fact is that there are also ‘opponents’ of Jesus.

Who are the people who hinder the word of God to be disseminated on earth? One should think that it must be the devil and his followers. However, when we look at the Gospels, we find that it was the people who professed to be followers of God (the clergymen – Joubert 2012:36) who stood in Jesus’ way and even instigated his crucifixion: ‘They blocked the path to God’ (Mt 23:13; cf. Joubert 2012:52). The reason for their actions was that Jesus stood in the way of their interests as Jewish religious leaders, as ‘highest Jewish officials’ (Joubert 2012:71) – the pharisees, the sadducees and the scribes. Jesus has desecrated almost everything that they thought was holy, like the Sabbath, the temple and their laws. In fact, even long before he was in Jerusalem for the last time, he had more than one death sentence against himself because of his pronouncements about and his actions on the Sabbath (Joubert 2012:79–81). He even called himself the Lord of the Sabbath! (Mt 2:28). Jesus also reinterpreted the law in Matthew 5:21–48 with a radical new understanding. For him, it was ‘about a radical change of heart’ and not about external ways of keeping the law (Joubert 2012:85).

The church

According to Joubert (2012),

Church is a verb [not a building]. It is a dynamic movement of people capable of continuing to exist even without particular aspects regarding the well-being and building up of the church – like buildings, positions, formal public worship and clerical councils. (p. 132)

¹None of his article has been published in Die Zeit during 2020...

²Leonard Sweet (2000) referred to the people of this era as ‘post-modern pilgrims’ in his book with the same title, implying a journey from the world of the Bible to the current world.

³This world is characterised and built on ‘reason, logic, facts, arguments and control’ (Joubert 2012:56).
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However, in this new millennium, and even before that, people of the church (as institution) focused so much on their church culture and on die adaptation of the word of God to the current needs of the people that Christ did not feature that much anymore, whilst he was and is in fact the ‘glue’ keeping all of his people together (Joubert 2012:5).

In this era, the institutional church is globally on a bad spot, having lost much of her authority and power. Outsiders, even congregants, experience the church as judgemental and irrelevant (Joubert 2012:16). The reason why the church has become irrelevant is because she does not (disruptively) challenge people anymore to serve God and she does not serve her community in ‘amazing and innovative ways’ (Joubert 2012:16).

Ironically, the church mostly feels good about herself, equalling her success with having ‘viable’ programmes, lots of money and many congregants on her registers. This kind of 20th-century thinking, including its complex theologies, formulae, laws and dogmas, is something of the past (Joubert 2012:57). The ‘black and white’ days have passed for the current church (Joubert 2012:178) – those days where ‘central clerical bodies’ decide and stipulate everything that should happen in the church building and even outside. This has caused the current church as an institution to even become redundant, whilst the church buildings need a permanent lockdown, never to open again for public services, but rather for services to the public.

Joubert (2012) was correct when he stated that the ‘church is not supposed to be an institution’ (pp. 121, 125), as Jesus did not mean to leave an institution behind for his followers – ‘complete with power structures, personnel and programmes in order to preserve this system for “the church of tomorrow”’ (Joubert 2012:177). Jesus did not engage in that way of establishing his ekklēsia and sharing the gospel. This also causes people to incorrectly refer to a church building as the ‘house of God’ (cf. Joubert 2012:133), whilst Jesus’ intention was the familia Dei. This makes the whole world the ‘house of God’, gathering in ‘purposeful places’ (Joubert 2012:191), as the Kingdom of God is not linked to and concerned with so-called holy places (like church buildings), but with holy people (Joubert 2012:113).

The contradiction in the current church is that, although she offers her congregants and the world the ‘most revolutionary message on earth’, she presents it in a ‘stereotyped and stagnant’ way that is rather strange to the 21st-century people and 4IR world (Joubert 2012:121). On the other hand, many congregants only regard the church to be a ‘spiritual bunker where [they find] shelter once they had escaped the claws of evil in the world’ (Joubert 2012:123), doing nothing more than just filling the pews once in a while. In addition, people regard the church as equal to her office bearers, ironically calling a congregation ‘vacant’ when they have no pastor (Joubert 2012:125). Maybe if we understand Jesus better, we will understand his intention with the ‘church’ better.

Sustainability

People love to join a new movement or ‘revolution’, also called a ‘crusade’, but many tend to lose interest after some time, especially when this movement requires much from them. In 2003, Pete Greig and Dave Roberts published a book, Red Moon Rising, which was all about a revolutionary prayer movement. In this book, they referred to The Vision, starting like this: ‘The vision? The vision is JESUS – obesessively, dangerously and undeniably Jesus. The vision is an army of young people. You see bones? I see an army’ (Greig & Roberts 2003:148). All over the world, also in South Africa, young people enthusiastically joined in and started to pray. Something that really took people by surprise was the way in which many youths bowed and prayed for 30 s before entering their school premises in the mornings. It kept on for some time…and then faded away. Other examples can be found on websites such as the 30-Second Prayers for Busy People website (Rogue 2010), being last updated in 2010, and Thirty Seconds or Less, being last updated in 2014 (Kast-Keat 2014). This supports my point that people, especially but not exclusively youngsters, love something new and revolutionary, but as soon as they discover that it takes ‘too much’ from them, with regard to time or their image in the eyes of their peers, they just quietly withdraw. If only we knew Jesus better…..

‘Understanding’ Jesus

The images that we have of Jesus are sometimes skewed and incorrect, being many times depicted as a ‘long-haired blond, bearded, blue-eyed, white-robed Aryan’ – looking like a king or a prince (Oliver 2014:101). Houston Steward Chamberlain popularised this notion all over Europe at the turn of the 19th century (cf. Chamberlain 2005). Instead, in the Bible, we come to know Jesus being born in an animal shelter in a messy (stinking) manger, with smelly shepherds as his first guests (Lk 2:7–20; cf. also Joubert 2012:47–48). This ‘odour’ of Jesus accompanied him as he spent much time with the marginalised people whilst he was on earth – the ‘tax collectors, the women of ill repute, the sick and the lepers’ (Joubert 2012:49).

Joubert (2012:9) added that Jesus was never a ‘sweet Jesus’ figure, trying to soothe everyone around him. Many people tried (and are still trying) to fashion him in terms of their needs and how they think about him, calling him ‘our’ or ‘my’ Jesus. Such a ‘meek and mild’ Jesus offers nothing to this world with its ongoing natural disasters, terrorism and wars’ (Joubert 2012:10) – like the pandemic we are currently experiencing – this is a ‘sterilised’ Jesus (Joubert 2012:10). Over against the sterilised Jesus that we have created for ourselves, is the real, ‘original’ Jesus who mostly does not fit into our expectations. About the sterilised Jesus we would piously ask: ‘What would Jesus do?’ And then, we decide
what he would do, based on our interpretation of the Bible and then we would say, ‘This is what Jesus would do!’ However, what would the ‘real’ Jesus do?

Jesus also did not fit into the expectations of the ancient people when he was on earth. He did not speak and act according to the anticipations that the religious Jews had of the coming Messiah, the ‘classical Messiah figure’ (Joubert 2012:54). ‘He was out of context’ (Joubert 2012:45) and therefore disruptive. Even his family at some stage thought he was out of his mind (Mk 3:21).

Currently, Jesus is for most of the times ‘out of place’ (Joubert 2012:49), finding himself ‘constantly between barriers, organisations and spaces...No one can box him in’ (Joubert 2012:210). The current church just cannot control him – not with or inside their services, not with their outreach to the ‘others’ and not with their wonderful programmes. These things are in fact the people’s terms, which make it very difficult to follow Jesus on his terms (Joubert 2012).

To him back is the new front; small is the new great; weak the new powerful; losing the new way of winning; giving away the new path to being rich; dying the new way to live forever. (p. 50)

Frailty is the new way of doing awesome things. Everything is upside down, the antipole of the world: If you want to be first, you must be last (Mt 20:16) and if you want to be a leader, you must learn to serve (Lk 22:24–30). This brings Joubert to the conclusion that Jesus lived a ‘life of reversed roles’ (Joubert 2012:54). It also calls to mind the words of the song, El Shaddai, written by Michael Card and John Thompson (AZ n.d.; emphasis added), which depicts God’s work through Jesus so strikingly:

> Though your word contained the plan,
> they just could not understand:
> Your most awesome work was done
> through the frailty of your Son.

During his time on earth, Jesus introduced a new way of living, a ‘new normal’ to his followers. He himself was a ‘new kind of leader’, a ‘paradoxical leader’ (Joubert 2012:54) and a ‘contrarian’ (cf. Sample 2002) – in fact a disruptive leader. However, he did not come to ‘reform religion but to establish a radical new way of life for people in the presence of God – [to transform] the hearts, minds and lives of all who believed’ and have decided to follow him (Joubert 2012:58). Jesus, being the ‘Son of man’ (his favourite reference to himself – Joubert 2012:65), was not afraid to use dangerous words and to speak the truth. He acted as a man on a mission because this is exactly what he was. His focus was on sinners (Mt 9:11; 11:19), putting him completely out of context in the eyes of the religious leaders of his time because the sinners were regarded as unclean.

**Jesus’ language**

Whilst on earth, Jesus wanted to establish a new world and therefore, he needed to create a new language and ‘new forms of interaction, rituals and ceremonies’ (Joubert 2012:76).

To accomplish this, he chose a ‘spirituality of the heart’, resulting in a radical new relationship with both God and the neighbour (Joubert 2012:76). Jesus used two kinds of communication: His ‘first language’ was non-verbal language, which was the ‘language of his own life’ (Joubert 2012:55), from his birth to his crucifixion. His ‘loudest words [were] his own gracious presence’ (Joubert 2012:55). Jesus’ second language was verbal language. His words were focused on ‘bringing life and salvation to dead souls’ (Joubert 2012:66). This kind of action – to give life to dead souls – was and is ‘surprising, shocking and out of context’ (Joubert 2012:67).

Jesus’ language causes metanoia (a change of heart that we may call a ‘revolution’ in one’s life) in people, as he offered them a ‘change of mind, a new way of thinking, a conversion and a fundamental change of character, [living in a] radical different way’ (Joubert 2012:67–68). His language happened in relationships; it was ‘inviting, drawing people in, creating space’ (Joubert 2012:145). His language in fact referred to radical new relationships, with love for God (cf. Dt 6:5) and love for your neighbour (cf. Lk 19:18) in the core. Although this part was acceptable for the religious leaders, the fact that he mingled with ‘strangers, sinners, children, women, Gentiles’ was ‘out of context’ for them (Joubert 2012:75). These two concepts – ‘radical love and new relationships’ – formed the building blocks of Jesus’ ministry on earth (Joubert 2012:93).

Jesus’ new language was not filled with power and control but with ‘images of vulnerability and weakness’ – frailty (Joubert 2012:139). It was an ‘intimate, genuine and close-up’ language (Joubert 2012:184). The question is: How should we implement this new language, this new approach in his ecclesia in a 4IR world?

**An Ekklesial revolution within the fourth industrial revolution – Why? how?**

‘Everybody’ is talking about and referring to the 4IR world that we are currently living in (cf. Schwab 2016). This revolution requires from us a well-developed digital technological vibrancy and energy to live up to the expectations of the day. Whilst we are exhausting ourselves as a global village to do just that, religion seems to move backward. According to Joubert, approximately 80% of all the Western churches show a decrease in their numbers (Joubert 2012:124). A survey performed by Pew Research Center in 2018 reveals that the number of Christians for whom religion is still important is alarmingly low in the world. In Europe and Asia, only Greece shows a total of 58% of Christians, whilst all the other countries are below 32%. It is important to mention Malaysia with 67% and the Philippines with 91%. Africa and the northern parts of South America show a high interest above 70%, with the United States of America just behind them on 68%, whilst the rest of the world is under 50%. The attendance of worship services (all religions) shows figures below 50% – in Europe below
30% – apart from Pakistan and Indonesia. In Africa, the figures are above 50%, with South Africa on 55% (Pew Research Center 2018). The figures that we will not be able to obtain concern the full commitment of Christians towards Christianity.

The statistics supplied clearly indicate that the church currently needs a ‘revolution’. This should, however, be understood as a different kind of revolution – a revolution that involves the revolving (in an orbit) from one point back to that point (like in a motor engine). As ekklesia of God, we need to revolve back to the first ekklesia – with the only significant exception that we are living almost 2000 years later in a global village and in a totally different era. Joubert (2012:37) referred to it as ‘reversing to advance!’ whilst Sweet calls it an ‘Ancient-Future Faith’ (Sweet 1997).

The ‘revolution’ that we must undertake/undergo will take us back to the ‘magnetic power of the early church’ where the Christians clearly distinguished themselves in a positive way from other people (Joubert 2012:16). In his 22nd letter, the Letter to Arsacius (the Roman high priest of Galatia in 362), Emperor Julian (the apostate) referred to the Christians as follows: [Why do we not observe that it is their [referring to Christians] benevolence to strangers, their care for the graves of the dead and the pretended holiness of their lives that has done most to increase atheism [i.e. not believing in the Roman gods]...the impious Galilaeans [his name for the Christians] support not only their own poor but ours as well’. (Julian the Apostle 1923; also cf. Joubert 2012:168)

Just as Jesus’ actions were disruptive (to some groups) in his time on earth, so his followers’ actions were disruptive to others in the centuries to come. The emphasis is therefore on actions – the way they lived (Joubert 2012:171). ‘Their magnetic lifestyle was their testimony...There was no artificial division between faith and “real life”’.8

In the 1st century, there were only two dominant social systems – politics and the family. Religion formed part of both, especially the family, and was not a separate social system (Joubert 2012:157–158). The congregations gathered in believers’ houses, being part of the familia Dei (cf. Ac 2:42–47; Joubert 2012:159–160). In Paul’s congregation, most of the meetings took place on a Sunday (cf. e.g. Ac 20:7), whilst the believers in Jerusalem met on a daily basis (Joubert 2012:161). During these meetings, most of the believers were actively involved and were trained in the ‘teaching of the apostles’ (Joubert 2012:162). Learning from that, our alternative society will have to adopt a ‘new kind of blood tie in God’s [spiritual] family’, being brothers and sisters of those who are ‘connected to Christ’ (Joubert 2012:53). Joubert supported this, however, stating that in some instances, it is already the case: ‘Innovative communities of faith return more and more to the original roots of Christianity’ (Joubert 2012:195).

We should once again become People of the Way (τῆς ὁδοῦ ὄντας – Ac 9:2), being ‘part of a full-time missional movement, understanding and serving the entire world as God’s holy sphere’ (Joubert 2012:176). In this new revolution, we must again focus on the meaning and implications of Jesus’ death on the cross,10 instead of focusing on the cross itself (cf. 1 Jn 3:16–18):

This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought to lay down our lives for our brothers and sisters. If anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister in need but has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in that person? Dear children, let us not love with words or speech but with actions and in truth.

Joubert (2012:40) puts it this way: ‘The challenge to live both Biblically responsible and contemporarily relevant is that we must learn to advance by reversing in the light of a vibrant relationship with Jesus’. Everything that we do must be in terms of Jesus’ death on the cross.

The real church – the ekklesia – is where people have a meeting with Jesus, where he brings them back to real life. It is therefore about a ‘rediscoveery of the person Jesus’ (Joubert 2012:123). His followers only have one calling: To ‘exude the true smell of Jesus’, spreading his aroma to everybody they come across (Joubert 2012:49, 214). For this is what Jesus most probably had in mind when he was on earth: A movement of people who love God, their fellow believers and the ‘others’ with everything they have (Joubert 2012:123). The followers themselves become the ‘abode of God’ (Joubert 2012:133).

The real ekklesia should be built on Peter’s credo in Matthew 16:16 where he referred to Jesus as the Messiah, the Son of the living God, whilst ‘[If] the resurrection as credo’ should be at the heart of the ekklesia (Joubert 2012:156; cf. 1 Cor 15:17, 19).

A new ‘alternative society’

The above discussion requires from the inhabitants in the COVID-19-stricken 4IR world to committedly and daringly go on a ‘quest for Jesus’ (Joubert 2012:15). By doing so, we will become part of a group of ‘new congregants’, a new Christian community, who can also be called ‘an army of young [and not so young] people’ (Greig & Roberts 2003:148) who has grasped the meaning of ‘revolution’ as discussed here and who starts to build Jesus’ Kingdom almost from scratch (Joubert 2012:15). This has nothing to do with strict, formal religion, with dogma and church structures, with talks about Jesus, but things that have much, in fact everything, to do with Jesus.

The ekklesia needs leaders, but not for positions per se: ‘Leadership positions are ordinary ministries in service of the believers’ (Joubert 2012:128; original emphasis).

8 Joubert (2012:22) referred to Naisbitt [2009] who stated that ‘most changes do not involve what we do, but how we do it’ [emphasis added].

10 Gordon Wakefield (1992:79) argued that one cannot be a Christian without the cross, implying that we should live from Jesus’ cross to our own cross—turning us into ‘both crucified and cross-bearers’ [Joubert 2012:93].
12.Gray (2016: xiii), in his book, Liminal thinking, defined ‘liminal’ as follows: ‘Liminal is a word that means boundary, doorway and portal. Not this or that, not the old way or the new way, but neither and both. A state of ambiguity or disorientation that precedes a breakthrough to a new kind of thinking’ (original emphasis).

11.This term can be defined as follows: To have another inferior job, mostly in secret, in addition to your real job.

People of the way in a coronavirus disease-defined era

During this pandemic, the people of God have the unique opportunity to start and live like the early Christians as Julian the Apostate described them (cf. also Joubert 2012:169). In a positive and challenging way, we must start to cause trouble all over the world again (Ac 17:6b). We should start to influence our communities dramatically ‘with relationships of servitude and stories about Jesus’ (Joubert 2012:170). We should be recognised by the ‘genuineness of [our] faith marked by [our] humility and transparency’ – constantly serving each other and the ‘others’ (Joubert 2012:122). Whereas there are times of lockdown in our country, hampering our physical movement, this opens the door for starting our ministries on social media, connecting with as many people as possible. Social media also includes short messaging service (SMS), where internet is not readily available. Innovative thinking is the key here.

The people of the way in the 21st century should form missional, relational and incarnational (MRI) groups (Sweet 2009:18) – be it physical or virtual: ‘Missional’ refers to every member of the group being a ‘market square’ missionary and ‘relational’ means that we should put ‘relationships first’ all the time, whilst ‘incarnational’ refers to the followers of Jesus who are creating ‘colonies’ of heaven by constantly praying, ‘your kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven’ (Mt 6:10; cf. Sweet 2009:19).

This is a time for God’s followers to also take enough time for sitting quietly with God, reading, meditating, contemplating and praying (called Lectio Divina), in this way ‘fueling up’ for a day’s work, reaching out to the world (Joubert 2012:195).13 This is

[N]ot a time of master plans or franchised churches. It is a time of groups who grapple with issues of emerging culture and the living out of their faith as followers of Jesus in that culture. (Riddell, Pierson & Kirkpatrick 2000:132)

Having social media and the wider internet at our disposal creates a unique opportunity for the people of the way to reach more and more people on a daily basis. There are so many different forms of social media that one will not be able to exhaust it in a lifetime. If we have to physically go out to people – to assist them, buy something for them, etc. – we must always be responsible, adhering to all the COVID-19 protocols of our country, in this way showing that we abide by the rules and regulations of our government (cf. Rm 13).

Dolinger (2020) mentioned quite a few useful things that the followers of Jesus should innovatively engage in, amongst others, that they should stay connected – organise certain
times to engage with each other, to encourage generosity, start with a virtual ‘church,’ give special attention to lonely people (old and young), look out for people who have lost their jobs and are struggling, encourage the worship team to start with a ‘spotify playlist of worship songs’ and pray for revival, many congregants were ‘church-consumers’ for years – they should now become ‘church-givers’ who serve as the hands and feet of Jesus to those around [them]’.

When we are serving this way, it is not for us to boast that we are relevant – it is actually for the people around us to decide (Joubert 2012:198). To be relevant, we need a ‘Kingdom theology’ (Joubert 2012:201), consisting of stewardship (according to Gn 1:28–30, we must take care of God’s creation on his behalf; Joubert 2012:203–204) and simplicity (over against an ‘insatiable consumer mentality’ – Joubert 2012:205). With this in mind, we will be able to create a ‘dynamic generation of believers [where] hospitality, closeness, discipleship, caring, prayer, involvement, friendship, assistance and service are not mere words…but daily realities’ (Joubert 2012:182). This is what Stephan had in mind with this book.

Conclusion

To be part of the people of the way in a 4IR world ‘contaminated’ by COVID-19, is a full-time ministry – no moonlighting – meaning that wherever we live, or work, or spend time with friends or ‘others’ – physically or virtually – we must establish God’s ekklesia. It requires from us to be innovative, courageous, motivated and committed: ‘You see bones? I see an army’.

Despite the pandemic, life goes on – so does our mission here on earth. No excuse is good enough to be absent where we should have been present: ‘The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few’ (Mt 9:37). Although these times are filled with unique challenges, innovation is key: Where there is a will, there is a way.

This book of Stephan Joubert is very relevant for these challenging times and radical enough to make us realise that the ‘new normal’ has arrived and is here to stay. The ekklesia should act accordingly, as this is a unique opportunity for God’s followers to start from scratch and to serve all the ‘old’ obstacles, like formal religion, complex theologies, formulae, laws, dogmas and church structures and to be people of the way in a revolutionary manner.
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